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If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
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	Text Field: 
	Project Title: Shen Residence Project
	Lead Agency: City of Rolling Hills
	Contact Name: John F. Signo
	Email: jsigno@cityofrh.net
	Phone Number: (310) 377-1521
	Project Location:                         Rolling Hills                                                               Los Angeles County
	Project Description: The project site consists of an undeveloped 21.14-acre parcel located at 77 Portuguese Bend Road. The proposed project involves four components: 1) construction of an 8,847-square-foot single-family residence; 2) construction of a 2,427-square-foot guesthouse; 3) construction of a 2,766-square-foot pool area; and 4) the re-alignment and potential modification of an existing road and driveway (hereafter referred to as “access drive”) into the easement area located between residences at 73 and 74 Portuguese Bend Road. The proposed home would include two, two-car garages; four bedrooms, one of which would extend onto a deck; a living room that would extend onto a deck; a dining room that would extend onto a deck; gym/workshop space; a kitchen; attic space; four bathrooms and two half-bathrooms; and an entry porch. The proposed guesthouse would include an open pond courtyard, one bedroom that would extend onto a deck, a living room that would extend onto a deck, a study room that would extend onto a deck, one bathroom and one half-bathroom, and an entry porch. The proposed pool area would include a swimming pool with a pool gate, jacuzzi, walkway, and pool deck. The walkway comes off the south end of the pool leading to the proposed guesthouse near the southern edge of the project site. The walkway would curve and cross over sections of two ponds with pedestrian bridges linking both sides of the ponds. The proposed project would also include a 450-square-foot stable, a 550-square-foot corral, and a trash enclosure near the northern boundary of the project footprint.
	Project's Effects: Biological Resources: Significant impacts identified for special-status plant species; special-status wildlife (i.e., California gnatcatcher, Palos Verdes blue butterfly); and nesting birds. Mitigation Measure (MM) BIO-1 would reduce impacts to special-status plant species to a less-than-significant (LTS) level by implementing best management practices designed to curtail the spread of invasive plant species. MM BIO-2 would reduce potential impacts to California gnatcatcher to a LTS level by implementing avoidance and minimization measures. MM BIO-3 would require a pre-construction survey from a qualified biologist prior to construction and additional avoidance measures if host plants of the Palos Verdes blue butterfly are identified. With MM BIO-3, impacts would be LTS. MM BIO-4 would require pre-construction surveys for nesting and special-status birds and avoidance measures, if necessary. With MM BIO-4, impacts would be LTS. Cultural Resources: Significant impacts identified for undiscovered archaeological resources during project construction. MM CR-1 would reduce impacts to unanticipated archaeological resources to a LTS level by providing a process for evaluating and, as necessary, avoiding impacts to any identified resources. Geology and Soils: Significant impacts identified with respect to geologic instability and paleontological resources. MM GEO-1 would reduce potential geological impacts to a LTS level by ensuring that geotechnical measures for preventative site and slope maintenance, and proper on-site and driveway drainage control are implemented. MM GEO-2 would reduce impacts to a LTS level through the recovery, identification, and curation of previously unrecovered fossils. • Noise: Significant impacts identified from noise related to project construction. MM N-1 would require noise-reduction measures upon construction activities associated with development of the proposed access drive. With MM N-1, impacts related to construction noise would be LTS. • Tribal Cultural Resources: Significant impacts identified for unknown resources of Native American origin during project construction. MMs TCR-1 and TCR-2 would reduce potential impacts to a LTS level by providing a process for evaluating and, as necessary, avoiding impacts to any identified resources.
	Areas of Controversy: The IS-MND process did not identify any areas of known controversy for the proposed project.
 

	List of Agencies: Not applicable


